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Application of Pattern Generation

• Hotspot detection and fix

• Working in early technology node 
development

• Training large deep learning models 

• ……
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Parts of an example design layout [1]

[1] Topaloglu, Rasit O. "ICCAD-2014 CAD contest in design for manufacturability flow for advanced semiconductor nodes and benchmark suite." 2014 IEEE/ACM ICCAD, 2014.

Examples of layout patterns.



Related Works

• Generating new patterns by rotation, flipping and moving edges on 
existing patterns (limited productivity and diversity)

• Guiding a random generator to explore new territories of the design 
space (complex manual guidance, limited diversity)

• Learning-based techniques (violating design rules, hardly working in 
complex two-dimensional layouts)

• Previous works didn’t consider the style of generated patterns.
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Our task

• Design a generative learning-based pattern generation framework 
which can generate realistic two-dimensional patterns with little 
manual guidance.

• Develop a learning-based legalization tool to fix the generated 
patterns with DRC violations.

• Build a model to check pattern styles and filter out unrealistic 
generated patterns.
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Satisfying Design Rules
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Ø Space represents the distance between two adjacent polygons. 
Ø Width measures the shape size in one direction. 
Ø Area denotes the area of a polygon. 

A layout pattern is legal if and only if all these measurements are not less than some given thresholds.



Squish pattern representation
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Ø storage-efficient (2048*2048 -> 128*128)
Ø lossless 
Ø conducive to convolutional neural network models



Evaluation Metric
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For checking the quality of the generated patterns:

For checking if the generated patterns are diverse :



Problem Statement
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Overview
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The overall flow of CU pattern generation and legalization framework (CUP)



Pattern Topology Generation
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The overall flow of CU pattern generation and legalization framework (CUP)



Pattern Topology Generation
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Goal:

Topology in squish pattern 
representation



Variational Convolutional Auto-Encoder (VCAE)
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Encoder

Decoder

Keep the latent vector
with Gaussian distribution



Variational Convolutional Auto-Encoder (VCAE)
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Objective function:

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence

Encoder

Decoder

Keep the latent vector
with Gaussian distribution



Generate new pattern topology 
by random Gaussian perturbation △𝑙 : 

Generating New Topology
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s.t.



Network Configuration of VCAE
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Pattern Topology Legalization
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The overall flow of CU pattern generation and legalization framework (CUP)



Generated Topologies from VCAE
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Generated topologies: 

Generated 
layout patterns: 

Blurry flaws!

DRC violations!

Because VAE often suffers from blurry generation due to the injected noise and imperfect element-wise measures.



Pattern Topology Legalization

• Motivation: eliminate blurry flaws and DRC violation risks by reducing 
the reconstruction loss from VCAE.

• Method: LegalGAN, a generative model based on CGAN
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LegalGAN
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LegalGAN: legalization model based on CGAN

Architecture of LegalGAN

Basic idea: eliminate blurry flaws and DRC violation risks by reducing the reconstruction loss from VCAE.

Data source



LegalGAN
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LegalGAN: legalization model based on CGAN

Architecture of LegalGAN

Objective function:



Overall Flow in Testing Stage
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The flow of pattern topology generation and legalization in the testing stage. 



Visualization of the LegalGAN process
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Pattern Style Detection
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The overall flow of CU pattern generation and legalization framework (CUP)



Pattern Style: Realistic and Unrealistic
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A question: Must a DRC-clean pattern be a realistic pattern?

Parts of an actual IC layout 

New patterns:



Pattern Validity

Realistic pattern: a pattern that closely resembles the actual layout and shares the same 
inherent style with the layout.

How to detect the pattern style?

Basic idea: anomaly detection based on CGAN.
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For checking the quality of the generated patterns:



Pattern Style Detection
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Architecture of pattern style detection model.

Objective function:



Pattern Style Detection
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Architecture of pattern style detection model.

For a new pattern,
the pattern anomaly score:

The pattern is realistic if: 
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Effectiveness of LegalGAN
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Ø 97.39% DRC violations are removed (from 688584 to 17959).
Ø The proportion of legal patterns in the total changes from 2.1% to 84.5% 



Results on Pattern Diversity
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Ø CUP generate the most new patterns with high pattern diversity H = 9.8669



Validation of Style Detection Model
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Ø The sets of more realistic patterns can get larger pattern validity score, which means the 
trained pattern style detection model has the ability of checking the layout style.



Results on Pattern Validity
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Ø CUP can generate a pattern library with high pattern validity.
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Conclusion

ØWe propose a novel two-stage generative learning-based pattern generation 
framework including pattern topology generation and legalization, which has the 
capability of generating realistic patterns with little manual guidance.

ØA pattern style detection tool is designed to check pattern styles and filter out 
unrealistic generated patterns.

ØExperimental results demonstrate that our framework has the capability of 
generating realistic legal patterns with high pattern diversity. 
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